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SIERRA CLUB SANTA LUCIA CHAPTER

Cctober 1, 1979

LK DOCUMEgyNl'OOM

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'717H Street, N. N.

Washington, D. C. 22055

Attention: Mr. Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman
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Cgo+'entlemen:

The Santa Lucia Chapter of the Sierra Club has been an active public
interest group on safety and environment issues relating to the Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Grave concerns are prevalent in this
locale that an unacceptable risk will be assumed by the public if this .

facility is licensed as proposed by the Pacific Gas and H.ectric
Company.

Many of these concerns stem from issues raised by joint intervenors
in hearings before the licensing board concluded early this year.
The Three Mile.Island plant accident has, however, added a dimension
to these and other issues which warrant the fullest analysis and
public airing.

Specifically, there are two Commission actions which should be taken
prior to any further binding decisions on the Diablo Canyon operating
lz.cense:

l. Order and Notice of Hearing. Commission staff-recommended
actions om t e Tb - " essons learned." report (NUREG-0578, as supp-
lemented) raise a distinct issue not considered during the Diablo
licensing proceedings. Whether the proposed remedial short and
long term actions are "necessary and sufficient" to assure that the
facility can be operated without endangering the health and safety
of the communities surrounding Diablo Canyon is an issue of immense
public proportions. The Commission should, as a matter of responsible
public policy, renotice the licensing proceedings and give the public
a chance to participate in the resolution of this issue.

It is therefore strongly urged that the Ccrrmission issue an Order
end Notice of Hearin for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Pvsver Plant~un er
terms an con tz.ons which will assure full public involvement on
those issues critical to the operating license.
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2. Emer en Plannin Standards. The Commission is now considering
'ncreasemergency p annxng stan rds through adoption of new regulations.

It has become clear that the regulatory scheme concerning emergency
planning in and around nuclear power'pl'ants"is 'inadequate. The critical
importance of emergency'planning and implementation was underscored by
events surrounding 'MI-2 and it would be imprudent for the Commission
to permit the Diablo Canyon licensing board to proceed under emergency
standards bereft of adequacy.

Commission final rulemaking on emergency planning should precede and be
made applicable to renewed licensing hearings on the Diablo Canyon
application.

It is hoped that the new regulations will provide adequate protection:.
from and safeguards to all nuclear power plant operations - existin'g
and proposed. Further clearings on Diablo Canyon should await the
adoption and effect of these standards.

Citizen Per ective
t zs crucial to a fair and responsible settlement of issues central

to the safe operation of nuclear power plants that the Commission not
under estimate widespread citizen concern or the need for public in-
volvement in the decisicmMking process discussed above. One "lesson
learned." by the citizenry in the past several months is that the risks
which they and their progeny assume through the government's licensing
of nuclear power plants may not be worth the immediate benefits. This
perspective is one, the Commission is charged with judging too.

Respectfully,

Jan Clucas, Chairman
Sierra Club
Santa Lucia Chapter
San Luis Obispo, California


